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As provider of the #1 decision-making and modeling platform for 

organizations globally, Board International is delighted to sponsor the 

AFP FP&A Guide to Financial Modeling and Model Supervision.

The “New Normal” has been a decade-long operating reality for 

organizations looking to models to help predict financial, operational, 

and risk management events. But as every reader of the following 

Guide knows, the way businesses run and the way the world works, 

has changed at an unprecedented speed and scale over the past year 

specifically.

To prosper in these unusual times, business leaders require different 

modeling capabilities to pivot and adapt rapidly to the changing 

landscape, while seeking efficient decision-making capabilities. The Guide 

will bring the reader to a firm understanding of modeling principles and 

effective uses of modeling capabilities.

Alongside the Guide, Board can help you reach your goals and drive 

digital transformation across your organization. Our decision-making 

platform offers business modeling with the capability to manage real 

time changes to models inputs, data allocation across dimensions and 

hierarchies, and data calculation and aggregation.

This Guide will enable and empower your organization during these 

unprecedented times via key modeling capabilities and best practices to 

provide sustainable growth for the coming years. We hope you enjoy it!

Sincerely, 

The Board International Team

http://www.board.com
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A coordinated, corporate-wide financial modeling program can lower operational costs and increase 
effectiveness through the following benefits:

INCREASED USEFULNESS INCREASED SUSTAINABILITY

• Standardization for consistent calculation and 
comparability

• Executive insight
• Effective communication of challenging theoretical 

concepts ensuring “comfort”
• Avoidance of potential misuse
• Transparency 
• Validation of decision-making support processes
• Aggregation across models enhances portfolio view 

• Data management and governance
• Streamlined validation process
• Streamlined audit process
• Unified model chain management
• Reduced key-person dependence
• Reduction in potential user error, misuse or abuse of 

the model

Editor’s note: This guide was written by Rob Trippe and edited by AFP. It is augmented with several sidebars that illuminate 
the various points, based on Rob’s experiences, plus additional insights from members of AFP’s FP&A Advisory Council.

MODELING AND MODEL LEADERS
Finance executives are dependent upon modeling 
processes for a variety of needs including financial 
reporting, performance analysis, capital planning and 
budgeting, regulatory requirements, and M&A. Many of 
these models are used on a recurring basis, employing 
both accounting and financial theory and technique, 
and drawing from myriad input data sources.

Consider the dollar exposure these models represent 
and the number of times our recurring models are 
used; the corporate finance function is beholden to 
the quality of our financial modeling and analysis. Yet, 
a problem lies hidden in here.

Nearly everyone in corporate finance believes they 
know how to model; however, many of us never 
actually learned financial modeling in a formal, 
disciplined manner, as one might at an investment 
bank or a Big 4 accounting firm. Modeling has simply 

been whatever we have made it to be and according 
to our preferences. After all, they were our models. 

Adding to this, many of us also learned in siloed 
corporate environments, as opposed to today’s 
increasingly collaborative environs with open-ended 
architectures. This combination has too often led 
companies to operate on a model foundation 
hampered by a lack of standardization, key-person 
dependency, inefficiencies, errors, and overall 
suboptimization. Modeling and model supervision 
has matured, and we must be vigilant as we remain 
current in our approach. 

Rather than individually owned tools, we should view 
models as wing-to-wing decision-making processes 
(inputs, calculations, final outputs) to better align the 
entire work process with our overall corporate financial 
objectives and, at the same time, lower enterprise risk. 
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In My Experience: What Finance Brings to the Table

At the end of the day, Executives weigh the inputs from different functional areas. What does 
each group bring to the table? Finance has methods for thinking through an uncertain future and 
quantifying our thoughts and decisions. We bring strong analytical frameworks and analysis to the 
table — we have real option theory and binomial assets, and we can employ these. 

We think through a series of cash flows in the future, show the inflection points and what we believe 
are the options and outcomes. We instill that discipline, and we are also creating risk and control 
points. Little stop and start nodes where we can say: Where are we right now? And which direction 
do we now want to go? 

—Rob Trippe
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WHAT IS A MODEL?
After the Great Recession of 2008, U.S. federal 
regulators asked why so many sophisticated financial 
service companies failed to see the risks and 
mitigate the impacts that contributed to a financial 
panic and shuttered respected firms that had been 
considered secure. One step regulators took was to 
amplify model governance for the financial services 
industry, and with that came the need to define what 
a financial model really is. In the U.S., this came in 
2011 in the form of SR 11-7, Guidance on Model Risk 
Management, issued by the Federal Reserve and the 
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency. 

Borne from the Great Recession, the SR 11-7 document 
serves as the gold standard for how models are 

developed, employed and monitored. While written 
for the financial services industry, this is not exclusive; 
non-financial firms have much to gain from practices 
laid and built upon this directive. 

So, what is a model? Are Excel workbooks considered 
to be models? Or are models confined only to large, 
complex, data-driven statistical models? Financial 
models come in a variety of shapes and sizes, but 
all financial models share common traits. SR 11-7 
declares models are a “quantitative method, system, 
or approach that applies statistical, economic, 
financial, or mathematical theories, techniques, and 
assumptions to process input data into quantitative 
estimates.”

THE MODELING PROCESS

INPUT 
Source and flow of 
data, variables and 

assumptions

CALCULATION 
PROCESS 

Transform data

OUTPUT AND 
APPLICATION
Relevance and 

communication of 
modeled outcomes
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SR 11-7 goes on to tell us that to qualify as a model, 
our quantitative estimates must do the following:

1. Employ academic theory.

2. Consist of three components: inputs, calculation 
processes, and outputs.

3. Transform data into useful business information.

4. Be used on a recurring basis.

5. Have output quantitative in nature.

6. Require subject-matter expertise.

7. Possibly contain qualitative model inputs or output.

Think of a model as a simplified representation of 
a larger system to be studied. Models will almost 
always convert a set of assumptions and a series of 
conditions and rules, in the form of limits or bounds, 
to numerically expressed output.

A model is a thing; modeling is a process. It is a 
wing-to-wing framework that converts inputs via a 
calculation process into a final output to be put to 
use. Models weave in and out of systems, languages, 
and applications. Seeing the entirety of the decision-
making process helps to organize the many artifacts 
and actions created along the way. For example, many 
spreadsheets or data scripts are intermediate tools 
that download data, organize financial statements 
and accounts, prepare data, or perform simple math 
calculations.

The distinction is important, because models imply 
that value is at risk and therefore requires more 
scrutiny than tools. By reviewing and determining 
what is and is not a model and building a model 
inventory, we can concentrate our efforts, identify 
risky control points, and place ourselves in a far better 
position to implement policies and procedures to 
address risk exposures. 
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MODEL GOVERNANCE
Model governance is a set of activities, policies and 
procedures that formalize model and model risk 
management activities for implementation. The 
Fed’s SR 11-7 model risk management guidance to 
banks recommends an emphasis be placed on testing 
and analysis with a key goal of promoting accuracy. 
With the recent increasing adoption of enterprise risk 
management programs, financial model governance 

is now beginning to grab a stronger foothold in 
corporate America and falling to the CFO. In fact, a 
recent AFP guide noted that 89% of CFOs currently 
report to the board on risk topics.1

A typical enterprise risk management framework 
looks like the following, with model risk identified as 
part of operational risk.

COMMON MODELING RISK CLASSIFICATIONS

Market Risk

Supply

Demand

Inflation

Interest rates

Liquidity Risk

Cash flow

Working capital

Operational Risk

Model risk

IT systems

Key person 
dependence

Data and data 
source  
dependence

Work-flow and 
continuity

Credit Risk

Default

Exposure

Recovery

Legal/Regulatory 
Risk

Debt covenants

Reps and  
warranties

Regulatory 
requirements
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In Practice: Model Errors Abound

Models are ubiquitous, and as automation increases, they will be run more frequently and more 
autonomously, which heightens the potential for model errors to become operationalized. How 
big is the potential for error? In a 2013 study from the University of Hawaii’s Shidlers School 
of Business, Professor Ray Panko indicated that 88% of spreadsheets contain errors; the non-
spreadsheet data is unknown. 

Indeed, there are countless war stories where modeling errors have directly resulted in financial 
and/or reputational loss. Consider as examples: 

1. Fidelity Investments: In 1994, investors in the world’s largest mutual fund, Magellan, were 
set to receive a year-end distribution of $4.32/share based on a capital gain of $1.3 billion.  
However, an accountant mistakenly omitted a minus sign in the spreadsheet; thus, the gain 
was actually a loss of $1.3 billion. The error was recognized before payments were disbursed.  

2. University of Toledo: In 2004, a formula typo led the university to overestimate enrollment, 
and therefore revenue, and $2.4 million in revenue disappeared. 

3. Eastman Kodak: In 2005, Kodak had to restate two quarters of financial statements due to 
incorrect spreadsheet data entries related to pension and other employment termination 
benefits. The data entries resulted in an overstatement of $11 million in severance benefits.  
The company’s stock fell steeply when the mistake was publicly disclosed. 

The causes of modeling errors are quite varied, from simple incorrect starting data to formula 
errors and incorrect links. Modeling blunders are often a consequence of pressure to quickly 
provide results, human fatigue, inadequate reviews, and lack of understanding of the business 
problem. While it is unlikely our finance profession can stamp out modeling mishaps, model 
standards and governance can greatly lessen the ubiquitous nature of modeling errors. 

—Raja Ramachandran, Director, Financial Planning & Analysis, Pyxus International, Inc.

In the most extreme examples, poor model 
management can (and has) lead to the evaporation 
of billions of dollars and even company collapse; the 
opportunity is to improve your practices, increase 
communication and make an enduring company. 
A simple way to categorize the benefits is model 
usefulness and sustainability as mentioned in the 
opening section of this paper. 

Corporate FP&A departments are often the nexus 
of model aggregation, aligning assumptions 
and parameters for decision support, such as 
inflation rates, capital costs, discount rates, asset 
lives, burdening rates, etc. That makes it the ideal 

organization to dedicate resources to properly 
manage and govern financial models throughout 
the organization and abide by industry protocols. 
These responsibilities could be written into job 
descriptions within the FP&A group. An additional 
layer of protection is to make model management a 
component of existing audit and/or risk resources. 

Leaders should urge their teams to pursue knowledge, 
discipline and organizational cohesion when it comes 
to how your firm’s important assets are employed 
and governed. Our financial models are simply too 
important not to take an active approach to reduce 
model risk and ensure model effectiveness.
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EXPLORING MODEL RISK
Model risk is the chance of unintended 
consequences resulting from model development, 
inputs or outputs. In an enterprise risk management 
framework, model risk is a subset of operational risk, 
which is broadly defined by the Basel Committee 
on Banking Supervision as “the risk of a change in 
value caused by the fact that actual losses, incurred 
for inadequate or failed internal processes, people 
and systems, or from external events, differ from the 
expected losses.”  

MATERIALITY RISK: WHAT IS THE VALUE 
BEING PUT AT RISK?

Once models are defined, model governance will 
often tier a company’s models into risk classes. For 
modeling, creating risk class groups recognizes that 
different models have different levels of financial 
gain or loss (materiality), critical decision-making, 
and/or reporting/regulatory requirements. Creating 
model tiers allows for differentiated rigor based on 
materiality. The figure below shows how models may 
be placed into Tiers 1, 2 or 3 based on these criteria. 
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COMPLEXITY RISK: WHAT IS THE 
POTENTIAL FOR MODEL FAILURE? 

The complexity of a model should also be a 
determining factor in model tiering; calculations that 
are commonly known and transparent are therefore 
considered less risky than newer or more opaque 
ones. While complexity may come in the form of 
design, theory, concept, code and mathematics, 
experience tells us that the two below are the most 
focused upon.

Code complexity addresses the challenge of building 
an error-free model in a format that is readable and 
understandable by a large number of reviewers. Model 
governance tends to tier language-driven models, 
where the commands and instructions are written in 
programming language, as riskier than application-
driven models designed for end-users, such as Excel or 
most SaaS tools, regardless of the financial exposure.

Mathematical complexity addresses the challenge of 
understandable calculations within the model. Within 
finance and statistics, there are two common types of 
financial modeling processes.

Deterministic models are mathematical models in 

which outcomes are determined through known 
relationships among data and assumptions, 
without room for random variation. In a 
deterministic model, utilizing the same input data 
and assumptions will always produce the same 
output. There is no random element. One example 
is a typical discounted cash flow (DCF) model. 
These models are often viewed as having a lower 
risk rating because the inputs are visible and the 
calculation is well understood, even though they 
may be calculating high financial risk exposure 
due to frequent use and for critical exercises such 
as valuation, acquisitions, and market-to-market 
analysis. 

Stochastic models, by comparison, have a 
distribution of potential outcomes since they 
allow for random variations in one or more 
inputs. The random variation is usually based 
on fluctuations observed in historical data for 
a chosen period using standard time-series 
techniques. In other words, assumptions are 
not precisely known and may vary through 
time. Monte Carlo simulation is one example of 
a stochastic model. Model governance places 

FINANCIAL MODEL RISK RATINGS

Tier 2

Tier 2 Tier 1

Tier 3

No Yes

Low 

High

Is the model used for critical business 
decision making, reporting or 

regulatory requirement?
Fi

na
nc

ia
l R

is
k 
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po

su
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stochastic models in higher-risk tiers than 
deterministic models due to statistical technique 
complexity. 

Subjectivity is clearly at play in this classification. For 
example, a sophisticated language-based statistical 
model forecasting inflation could serve as only a 
feeder model (upstream) to a far simpler Excel 
workbook with little materiality to the overall finance 
function, yet be considered a high risk. In contrast, a 
forecast earnings or cash flow model whose output 
is communicated by a Fortune 500 company to its 
shareholders could be housed entirely in Excel with 
no statistical modeling whatsoever and be among the 
most important financial models a firm possesses, but 
be classified as low risk. In this case, the CFO should 

formalize their modeling processes and expect 
better, more effective output. This can be achieved 
by determining which analyses are models, and by 
reviewing the financial and risk exposure of each 
model. 

The review of a firm’s financial models will help 
quantify financial materiality, uncover commonality 
and dissimilarity in both data input and model output 
among models, assist in data management, and 
uncover critical model links and duplicity. In addition 
to identifying key person/department dependence, a 
review can show potential model “log jams”: a point in 
the process where the delayed output of one model 
keeps other models from being employed in a timely 
manner.

In Practice: Leveraging Other Risk Teams

Finance and FP&A can go beyond modeling self-governance by pulling back the curtains to 
engage other corporate functions in providing support and collaboration.  

Some sophisticated organizations are building out enterprise risk management functions 
and naming chief risk officers (CRO) to oversee efforts that mitigate business risks. The risk 
inherent to highly strategic financial models can (and should, depending on the levels of risk) 
fall under the oversight of the CRO. Strict coordination between risk and finance can provide a 
broader lens and neutral assessments of underlying risk within models. 

Additionally, with the use of complex financial models proliferating, so does the engagement 
of internal audit. Internal audit can ensure policies, procedures and processes around model 
management are assessed as part of audit plans, with adequate analysis for any regulatory 
matters.  This is done through independent confirmation of the established internal controls for 
model assumptions, development, usage and validation.

—Scott Corvey, Director, FP&A, FYISoft
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IMPROVE YOUR MODELING PROCESS
A handful of fundamental model governance and 
risk management standards and practices can 
dramatically lower the risk of the models. The 
synthesized and confident use of model output 
throughout an organization by decision-makers has 
always posed a challenge in the business world and 

remains so today. Model governance attempts to 
address this. 

Governance processes cover the model lifecycle 
(below) to provide toll gates for success and 
completion of models, and visually assist us when it 
comes to separating model roles and responsibilities.

ImplementationValidationDevelopment

Ongoing Monitoring
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The chart below identifies common model governance and risk management activities at each stage in the 
process. Note that models change frequently, and practice of model governance needs to be right sized for your 
business and industry.

MODEL PRACTICE ACTIVITIES AND KEY QUESTIONS 

Development

Identification Has your organization identified key financial models as defined by federal 
guidance versus “tools”?

Inventorying Models can be inventoried on a periodic basis, noting both a model’s rank of 
importance and where each model is in the development-use-monitoring lifecycle.

Naming and ensuring secured models How is version control and model security handled and by whom?

Formalized policy and procedure Have standards been put in place for how models are developed, validated, used, 
monitored, and retired?

Compliance If under regulatory requirement, how are your models confirmed for compliance?

Researching and identifying best 
practices

Has someone in your organization been designated to research and disseminate 
current model (or standard internal) best practices? How are best practices shared?

Identifying risk and control points Do our models contain risk and control points as data is run through calculation 
processes and transformed into output?

Documenting How is it confirmed that models are properly documented, and that this 
documentation is available to others?

Validation

Testing and validation Are models tested? Who oversees model testing? What is the schedule of testing 
to see how models have been edited over time? Should our models require more 
formal validation?

Challenge (effective criticism) Who challenges model input, output, and calculation processes? Do models have 
verification of validation testing?

Implementation

Implementation and use governance Are there standard operating procedures for models? How are refreshes, queries, use 
of links, data dumps, and input identification handled? How is data stored and moved?

Are there shared control tools and techniques for users: watch windows, 
balancing checks, backups, etc.?

Ongoing Monitoring

Remediation How are models tracked for needed remediation and correction of error? What is 
the system of version control?

Change management How are model changes tracked and documented?

Tracking How are models tracked as they progress through the model lifecycle and are 
revised for additional use?

Ongoing monitoring Are our models monitored periodically through time for accuracy and relevancy?

Audit and review How are our models “audited” and reviewed? Do we have numerous lines of 
defense in place to reduce risk and ensure quality of model output?

Defining risk tolerance, appetite and 
risk thresholds

What is our tolerance for model risk? What level of uncertainty are we willing 
to accept in each model? Have we established percentage or dollar variances 
relative to expectation for each of our models? 

Identifying secondary risk What risks might arise out of managing other risks? For example, will adjusting 
the model force the team to miss a deadline? If we add a column to our 
spreadsheet, will we disrupt a current calculation?

Identifying operational risk What operational risks arise from the way a model is implemented? For example, 
are we periodically reviewing inputs, such as discount rate, or do we have 
operational procedures, such as version control? 

Identifying emergent risk What risks might develop as models are repeatedly refreshed and used through time?
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In My Experience: “Anyone Should Be Able to Step into a Model and Populate It.”

You need some form of model management in place; a base level is standardization. At the end 
of the day, it doesn’t matter if input cells are blue or green, but you should communicate a set of 
standards across all models in your department. We need to build models that have the flexibility to 
be recalibrated on a periodic basis. Proprietary models usually are not.

After models are built, we need to understand: Which specifically are the models that we employ, 
and what is their financial impact? How do we store and secure them? How can we reduce key-
person dependence? And how can we monitor model output in the future to ensure it remains 
relevant?

Here is a worst-case example: At one point I worked in a large bullpen environment where you could 
just talk to the person in front of you and on either side. That department had no standardization 
for its myriad Excel workbooks, absolutely none. I thought to myself, “You sit right next to each 
other, how are you not talking?” The problem is, I’m going to design it the way I want it, and the next 
person is going to come up with a workbook they think is appropriate. And it becomes remarkably 
difficult to even marry the two. That shouldn’t happen. 

A best case example comes from an investment bank where I worked. We had an objective that 
anybody, at any time, could step into a model and populate it with very little risk, because we were 
all taught the same model standards and methodologies. So, if one person was out sick, another 
team member could step in and continue the work. 

—Rob Trippe

DOCUMENTATION: BORING BUT 
ESSENTIAL

Proper documentation is cumbersome, time-
consuming and uncomfortable. People often chafe 
at losing momentum to write up documentation, 
explaining their work in detail, and negotiating the 
value of estimates, prediction and forecast. However, 
documentation is more than simply a compliance and 
requirement exercise. It is critical to a model’s overall 
success by reducing risks and costs and providing 
the organization with comfort around usefulness and 

sustainability. As evidence of the benefits, federal 
agencies reviewing megabanks look favorably upon 
models that have comprehensive and well-conceived 
documents to support them. 

Revisiting the list benefits from the first section of 
this guide, it is easy to imagine how documentation 
could help mitigate transitional challenges as models 
pass from user to user, and to understand how the 
conditions the model was primed for relative to 
changes in the markets and usage. Documentation is 
a key control against key-person dependency.  
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In My Experience: Do We Know What We Are Solving For?

There are two common problems in corporate financial modeling that always come to mind. 
Number one, do we really know what we’re solving for? And number two, do we have proper 
modeling practices? And quite frankly, the answer to both questions is ‘no.’  

Model builders and users should be in contact with each other to make sure they know what they’re 
building — and why they’re building it. Once I had a client who confused fair market value with fair 
value. Well, fair value is very specific to the impairment exercise where certain costs are excluded. 
Fair market value being willing buyer/willing seller. They will not yield the same answer.

Here’s another example about knowing what you are solving for. EBITDA is a great number, right? 
But EBITDA is not cash flow, and you won’t find it anywhere on a GAAP statement. What we’re 
trying to do is develop a figure that is very real and tangible, because at the end of the day, we 
buy an asset and we pay cash, not with a theoretical income number that comes through accrual 
accounting. Finance has to stay true to modeling principles.

—Rob Trippe
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DESIGN GOALS:  
BUILDING AGILITY INTO MODELS
In 2001, a group of software engineers published 
“The Agile Manifesto” to break free from prior rigid 
methodologies. The Agile development movement 
proclaims that solutions evolve through “collaboration 
between self-organizing, cross-functional teams 
utilizing the appropriate practices for their context,” 
and then sets 12 principles. 

Agile likes to think it is a mindset and not a specific 
process; it has gained popularity for its customer 

(downstream user) focus and for the fact that it 
views model development as a circular and iterative 
process, not a one-time event. This approach offers 
the opportunity for finance to de-risk modeling 
by proactively preparing for change delivery on 
model goals, and is entirely consistent with SR 11-7 
guidance. 

The table below aligns the ‘Agile Manifesto,’ with 
modeling goals and best FP&A practices.
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AGILE PRINCIPLES MODELING 
GOAL FP&A IMPLEMENTATION

Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer 
through early and continuous delivery of valuable 
software.

Delivery 
according to 
goal

• Models need to deliver on their stated goals such 
as informing, driving decisions, and other calls to 
action.

• Document your goals to understand when a model 
is being applied beyond its intended use.

• Simplicity is the key to strong, transparent models 
that are understandable by multiple users.

Working models with actionable output are the 
primary measure of progress.

Simplicity — the art of maximizing the amount of 
work not done — is essential.

Business and developers must work together 
daily throughout the project.

Work closely 
with your 
partners

• Always keep the end user in mind and have 
end users in the loop throughout the model 
development process.

• Face-to-face development builds trust and 
comfort, two key ingredients to a model’s success.

• The idea of the lone model builder who toils in the 
darkness creating the perfect beautiful model is a 
myth.

The most efficient and effective method 
of conveying information to and within a 
development team is face-to-face conversation.

Welcome changing requirements, even late in 
development. Agile processes harness change for 
the customer’s competitive advantage.

Build flexible 
models 
that accept 
changes

• A well-designed model compartmentalizes inputs, 
calculations and outputs; has documented flows; 
and uses standard calculations. This allows a 
model to absorb changes rather than breaking or 
requiring extensive changes when the customers 
change their minds.

• Incremental delivery, mid-project testing and 
design “sprints” through modular build and 
delivery can reduce error by providing intermediate 
risk and control points, reduce complexity by 
limiting a single model’s output, and provide 
models with more relevancy to a larger pool of 
potential downstream models. 

Deliver working models frequently, from a couple 
of weeks to a couple of months, with a preference 
to the shorter timescale.

Build projects around motivated individuals. Give 
them the environment and support they need and 
trust them to get the job done.

Institutionalize 
excellence 

FP&A burnout is often the result of environments that 
are strictly reactive and create a “fire drill” response 
to every request. FP&A often lacks the proper time 
to solidify a model’s core components, or temporary 
models grow to become institutional models. The 
result is often errors, rework, and messy models 
built “on the fly.” Instead, we can view our models 
from an operating leverage standpoint: Good design 
and governance will pay off in flexible, adaptable 
models with fewer errors and rework and removing 
key-person dependencies. Ideally, model refreshes 
and recalibrations are moments to review our models 
for accuracy and ease, not a chance to complete 
your underlying builds, which were not given proper 
attention.

Agile processes promote sustainable 
development. The sponsors, developers and 
users should be able to maintain a constant pace 
indefinitely.

Continuous attention to technical excellence and 
good design enhances agility.

The best architectures, requirements and designs 
emerge from self-organizing teams. 

At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to 
become more effective, then tunes and adjusts its 
behavior accordingly.
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In Practice: Rapid Prototyping 

Creating a brand-new financial model is a daunting task. What exactly is the question the model 
will answer? What is the right way to balance the need to drill into data with the benefit of 
presenting a high-level summary of a trend that’s taking shape? Rapid prototyping can help. 
The idea is to limit the initial work done on a new model to a way-too-short amount of time. 
If the model builder knows they can only invest four or eight hours to build the model’s first 
iteration, they make simplifying assumptions and limit the analysis to the elements they believe 
will be most important. 

The result is both a model, or partial model, that can be reviewed with the model’s target 
audience while generating a list of key questions regarding scope, input and output boundaries, 
timing and frequency and data latency, core inputs and dimensions of interest, data profile 
issues that need to be resolved, and on and on.

Rapid prototyping can be challenging, since modelers like to share models only after they are 
fully formed, validated, and with interesting bells and whistles already added. Even so, quickly 
sifting through the key decisions that need to be made in order to ensure a model meets users’ 
expectations is a helpful first step — and one that minimizes the risk of models that miss the 
mark, overbuilt or unduly complicated models, and other missteps that are all too common.    

—Betsy MacLean, Board Member, Chairman, Audit Committee, mCloud Technologies

MODELING STANDARDS FOR 
SPREADSHEETS

With more than 750 billion installations, Excel remains 
the integral, universal tool for finance. A recent AFP 
survey noted that 97% of FP&A practitioners with 
dedicated planning tools still use spreadsheets in their 
planning processes.2

And when we think of Excel, we think of a blank sheet 
of paper. To a formal financial modeler, this is not an 
invitation to develop work any way we choose and 
prefer. Rather, a formal financial modeler will be 
bound by numerous accepted structures, sets of 
rules and development processes. 

Numerous organizations have developed modeling 
rules for the use of Excel. These rules provide structure 
and commonality among spreadsheet design and use. 
Modeling standards reduce model risk by enhancing 
model clarity and transparency for the author, validators 
and other users, and improve the outcomes. Common 
modeling rule categories include the following: 

• Workbook and worksheet design: How workbook 
and worksheets are organized and unified.

• Line-item design: How financial data is displayed 
line by line, such as the use of negative signs and 
precise wording of financial statement items.

• Cell design: Rules for which formulas are used, how 
cell references are established, and the length and 
complexity that may be contained in a single cell.

• Assumptions: How and where assumptions are 
displayed and handled.

• Features: Functions and commands, and most 
importantly, which to use and which not to.

• Formatting: Consistency in presentation to 
facilitate readability.

• Naming protocol and version: How workbooks are 
named and stored. 

• Risk and error: How workbooks and worksheets are 
managed to ensure minimum risk and error.

There is tremendous benefit to you and your team to 
learn structured modeling techniques early in your 
career. One popular modeling framework is FAST, 
a four-point framework on how to produce flexible, 
appropriate, structured, and transparent models, 
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whether using Excel or not. The FAST Standard 
Organization nonprofit is charged with protecting, 
promoting, and developing the FAST Standards. 
Similar groups include Smart Financial Modeling and 
BPM (Best Practice Modeling).

ENDNOTES
1 “Increasing FP&A’s Effectiveness by Integrating Risk 

Management.” Association for Finance Professionals.

2 “2020 AFP FP&A Survey: The Technology and Data Platform 

Supporting Finance Decisions.” Association for Finance 

Professionals.

In My Experience: Updating Inputs Are Part of the Process!

Best practices within the corporate finance world include the development of common assumption 
inputs and a routine for updating them. For example, it is very common to use some type of 
company-wide, standardized discount rate that doesn’t move over time and doesn’t specifically 
reflect the embedded risks of any one particular project. 

I’ve seen large companies (household names) where the discount rate was not refreshed — not 
quarterly, not even annually. I don’t know when. And I’ve seen confusion on what a discount rate 
even is. For example, if you have a net margin on the income statement of 15%, that doesn’t mean 
your discount rate on your cash flow is 15%. 

One client had a discount rate that we used on the cash flow; it was provided by their major (larger) 
supplier. And guess what? It was the same 15% as this other Fortune 10 company that I was at; they 
both used 15%. Coincidence? Two entirely different industries, entirely different profiles. 

By the way, we used 15% in grad school, just as a quick and dirty when we were learning how to 
develop discount rates. Bottom line: Defining your modeling practices is essential for good work on 
individual projects and comparison across projects. 

—Rob Trippe 

When we combine model standards, such as FAST or 
BPM, with commonly used financial statement and 
analysis structure together with SR 11-7 guidance, 
our models don’t have much room for creativity and 
subjective preferences at all. That is good for building 
models that are effective and sustainable.

https://www.afponline.org/publications-data-tools/reports/guides/fpa/Detail/increasing-fp-a's-effectiveness-by-integrating-risk-management/
https://www.afponline.org/publications-data-tools/reports/guides/fpa/Detail/increasing-fp-a's-effectiveness-by-integrating-risk-management/
https://www.afponline.org/publications-data-tools/reports/survey-research-economic-data/Details/TechDataFPASurvey/?utm_source=linkedin&utm_medium=social_media&utm_campaign=RSCH20_fpa_techanddata_survey
https://www.afponline.org/publications-data-tools/reports/survey-research-economic-data/Details/TechDataFPASurvey/?utm_source=linkedin&utm_medium=social_media&utm_campaign=RSCH20_fpa_techanddata_survey
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The topics in this guide are intended for education and reflect the state 
of practice for corporate finance. While not intended as study materials 
for the Certified Corporate FP&A Professional exam, it does relate exam 
knowledge domains.

FPAC, Certified Corporate FP&A Professional and the FPAC logo are 
registered trademarks of the Association for Financial Professionals.

To see the full PDF of knowledge domains, view them HERE.
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Headquartered outside of Washington, D.C. and located regionally 
in Singapore, the Association for Financial Professionals (AFP) is the 
professional society committed to advancing the success of treasury and 
finance members and their organizations. AFP established and administers 
the Certified Treasury Professional® and Certified Corporate FP&A 
Professional® credentials, which set standards of excellence in treasury 
and finance. Each year, AFP hosts the largest networking conference 
worldwide for more than 7,000 corporate financial professionals.
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